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1. Look after the candidate first!

When you begin to genuinely look after your candidates magical things begin to happen 
and as you give the candidates the feeling that they are your primary focus you lay the 
foundations to raise the referral statistic from 5% to 50%+

2. Always ask for referrals as an after thought.

Become your own Columbo. Turn your question into a command through changing your 
inflection. “ Maybe you can help me…..”

3. Sell the candidate a job they aren’t quite right for.

Flatter them by asking for someone like them, say, two years ago. Perhaps less experienced? 
If they are suitable for the role they are unlikely to give themselves quality competition for 
the role.

4. Ask who they know NOT do they know anyone who is looking?

Would you tell all of your colleagues if you decided to look for another job? What calibre of 
candidate is likely to tell people they work with that they are on the move? Either one who 
has resigned or perhaps a lower quality of candidate …the type who may also put their CV 
on a job board??

5. Get the candidate to tell you a bit about the person they have named.

The more background you get about them the quicker you will be able to build rapport with 
them and generate trust in the first couple of minutes.

6.    Always make sure you get the telephone number of the referral

Even “experienced” consultants fall into the trap of letting the candidate get the referral to 
call them. Get the number! Get an objection? Handle it! Sell the benefit of saving the time 
and hassle involved.

7. Go back to the cupboard to get more!

During the same phone call just the simple question of “who else?” will generate another 
name (and again and again and again….)

8. Make sure you respect your candidates privacy

When you get a referral unless the candidate specifically says you can use their name as an 
introduction protect their anonymity. A good head hunter rarely reveals their sources.

9. Access all of the lists in your candidates head

Practically everyone on the planet stores information in their head in lists labelled with titles 
e.g. friends, family, types of car, people who I admire, people I know are looking for a job etc 
Ask for names to access these potential lists:

“Who do you know who does this job:X”

“Who is the best X you have worked with in the last 12 months?”

“Who is the best manager you have had in the last 2 years?”

10.  Look after the candidate again!
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